Commander Half Windshield
P/N: EMP-10911
Fits: 2011-13 Commander

Includes:
1. (1) Half Windshield 10911-01
2. (4) 11651 Rubber “Fast Straps”
3. (1) 1/4” x 40” Edge Trim
4. (1) Logo Sticker

Installation:
1. Bolt the rubber “Fast Straps” to the windshield. Do not tighten yet.
2. Peel back the protective coating along the bottom just enough for the edge trim. Slide the edge trim over the bottom of the shield.
3. Wrap the straps around your cage and hook them on the plastic pins. Once, you have it mounted you can now tighten the screws.
4. Read the care and cleaning instructions on the protective paper before removing from the shield.